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CHAPTER VII: HOBOES ON THE TRAMP 

Immediately on reaching [Washington D.C., Hamilton . . . ] went directly to the Census 

Bureau, sent in his card, and the Director's secretary, a keen young fellow, came out to 

see him. 

"I think I've heard Mr. Burns speak about you, Mr. Noble," he said, looking at the card he 

held in his hand. "The Director is very busy right now, but he said when you came you 

were to go down to Mr. Cullern; I'd take you there myself but I'm 

needed here." 

"Well, there's really no necessity, Mr. Russet," the boy replied, "tell me where it is and I'll 

find my way." 

But the other beckoned to an attendant. 

"Show this gentleman to Mr. Cullern," he said. Then, turning with a smile to the boy, he 

said, "You'll be all right, I guess." 

Hamilton thanked him, and the secretary hurried back through the swinging half length 

door to the inner office. Following the messenger, Hamilton found himself on the main 

floor with hundreds of machines clicking on every side of him. The chief of the floor 

looked at the card, turned it over, read what had been penciled on the back, and said 

promptly: 

"I think I'll start you on one of the punching machines." 

"Very well, sir," the boy answered, "I want to learn everything I can." 

"I have a vacant machine," the other continued, "one of the men is away on sick leave. If 

you want to begin right away you can start this afternoon. Here," he said, picking up a 

pamphlet from a pile which lay on a table near by, "is a list of instructions." 



"I'm quite ready to start now," Hamilton declared.
 

"Your machine is over here, then," his new superior said, leading the way to a far corner
 

of the room. "You had better try to find out as much as you can from the instructions, and
 

one of the foremen will be 'round to tell you more about the working of it a little later."
 

"All right, sir," the boy replied, sitting down at the machine, "I think I can get on to it without
 

much trouble."
 

The keyboard was entirely strange to Hamilton. It looked not unlike that of a big
 

typewriter, or resembled even more closely a linotype keyboard, only it was divided off
 

into sections each one of which was brightly colored, giving the arrangement of the keys
 

quite a gay effect. The instructions were very clear, and with the machine in front of him
 

the boy quickly saw its principles. He was so deeply sunk in the book that he did not
 

notice the coming of the sub-section foreman, who looked down at the boy for a moment
 

or two with an amused smile. Presently he coughed, and Hamilton looked up suddenly to
 

see him standing there.
 

"I beg your pardon," asked the boy, "were you speaking?"
 

"No," said the newcomer, "but I was going to before long. You seem to be just eating up
 

that book."
 

"Mr. Cullern said he thought you would be here before very long," said Hamilton, rightly
 

guessing that this must be the foreman, "and I thought the more I knew about it before
 

you came, the better it would be all 'round."
 

"Do you know anything about census work?" was the next question.
 

"Yes, sir," the boy answered, "I was an assistant special agent on the manufactures
 

division, and I only left my population district the day before yesterday."
 

"I thought it likely that you had been doing enumeration work," the foreman answered,
 

"coming in to-day, just when that end of the work closes, but I didn't know, of course, you
 

had been doing manufactures. I wonder why they sent you to this department; I should
 

have supposed that you would be editing schedules."
 

"I hope to go on the Census Bureau force permanently," the boy explained, "and I was
 

anxious to have a chance to learn all the various parts of the work by doing them myself.
 

Judging from this book, it doesn't seem hard."
 

"Let me hear what you know about it."
 



Hamilton closed the book.
 

"I think I have it fairly straight," he said. "These first four columns on the card I have
 

nothing to do with, so far as I can make out; is that right?"
 

"Yes," the older man replied, "that is looked after in another way. The district and State
 

and all that sort of thing go in that section, and that is arranged by what we call a gang-


punch."
 

"I don't know how that works," the boy said, "this list of instructions to the punching clerk
 

doesn't say anything about it."
 

"It doesn't need to," his informant answered, "for the simple reason that the punching
 

clerk has nothing to do with it. But I'll tell you if you want to know. There are about seventy
 

thousand enumeration districts in the United States, and all we have to do is to set the
 

gang-punch to the number of the district."
 

"But there are not seventy thousand divisions on the card or anything like it," the boy
 

cried, "all told there are only forty-eight places in those four columns."
 

"That works by the permutation of numbers," was the reply. "You can arrange two
 

numbers in only two ways, but you can arrange three figures in six ways, four in twenty-


four ways, five in one hundred and twenty ways, six in seven hundred and twenty, seven
 

in over five thousand ways; ten would give you over three and a half million ways of
 
changing them around—and you can see for yourself where forty-eight would land you. The
 
actual address, street, and house number, and everything else we get by reference to the
 
schedule."
 

"That's enough!" cried Hamilton. "I can see now. It would take a sheet of paper a city
 

block long merely to write down the figures."
 

"If you wrote down end to end all the possible relations that forty-eight figures could be
 

put into you'd need a lifetime to write them down. Why, just with an alphabet of twenty-


four letters, Leibnitz the great mathematician, calculated that over six hundred septillions
 

of easily pronounceable words, none over three syllables long, could be arranged. We
 

have room enough to arrange any trifling little matter like seventy or eighty million
 

addresses, although, in truth, the gang-punch merely provides the district and section of
 

district, and the schedule would give the rest if we had any need to refer to it."
 

"I see," said Hamilton, "and I suppose a number is put on the card which corresponds
 

with every district number on the schedule. Then I come in on all the rest of the card."
 



"Yes, every other hole is punched by the clerk."
 

"But this machine doesn't seem to punch," the boy objected; "I put in a canceled card just
 

now and tried it, but when I put the key down, nothing happened, the key just stayed
 

down."
 

"It's not supposed to punch until the whole card is ready," the other explained. 


"You depress into position the various keys you want until all the records needed for this
 

one card are ready. Then you can glance over your keyboard, comparing what might be
 

called your map of depressed keys with the line of the schedule you are copying. If one is
 

wrong, you can release that one and put down the correct one in its place, the card being
 

as yet untouched. You see, each field or division of the card corresponds with a
 

differently colored section of the keyboard, and this makes it easy to insure accuracy in
 

reading from the schedule."
 

"But how is the punching done, then?" queried Hamilton.
 

"You press the bar," the foreman explained, "and that throws in the motor 


attached to the punching mechanism, which brings the entire die and card up against the
 

end of the punches which have been depressed by the operator, including, of course, the
 

gang-punch, and these perforate the card. It is then immediately withdrawn, and drops
 

automatically into either the 'male' or the 'female' compartments of the machine, the
 

location of the hole tilting the slide that determines on which side the punched card shall
 

fall."
 

"So that really the sorting into sexes is done by the one and the same operation as the
 

punching of the card," the boy remarked; "I see now. That's a first-class idea."
 

"It saves a great deal of work," the older man said. "Then, too, with the same group of
 

motions a new card has been fed from the holder and is in place for punching. At the
 

same time, the schedule, which is held in rigid alignment, has been turned just exactly the
 

right amount to bring the next line in the direct vision of the operator. Thus he never has
 

to stop and think whether he has done a line or not and never skips a line because of an
 

error of eyesight."
 

"I can understand that now," the boy answered "Now let me see whether I really can do 

the rest of the card. In what you call the third column—though it is really the fifth—I punch 
either 'Hd' for the Head of the Family, 'Wf' for Wife, 'S' or 'D' for Son or Daughter, and 'Ot' 
for Other?" 

"That's right." 



"Then, further down the same line, 'M' is Male and 'F' is Female. That's easy enough. In 

the next section down, but still in the same line is 'W' for White, 'Mu' for Mulatto, 'B' for 

Black, 'Ch' for Chinese, 'Jp' for Japanese, and 'In' for Indian." 

"Go ahead," the foreman said, "you're not likely to go wrong as yet." 

"The age seems clear, too," said Hamilton, "you punch the five-year period nearest to the 

age and then add on. For instance, the way it looks to me is that if a fellow was sixteen, 

you would first punch the '15' and then the '1' in that little cornerwise bit at the bottom of 

the next section. But I don't see what the '5' is for." 

FACSIMILE OF PUNCHED CENSUS CARD. Example of record made for every person in the United States, this 

card being the actual record of the author. 

"That's for babies in the sixth division of the first year, or from nine to eleven months old; 

the first division means under one month, and the rest either one, two, or three months 

apiece." 

"I see it all now," exclaimed the boy, "you have to punch two holes for age for every 

person. For a boy of ten, you would have to punch the '0' as well as the '10,' I suppose, to 

make sure he isn't older and the extra years forgotten." 

"That's the reason exactly." 

"The meaning of the section next to the age is easy, too," Hamilton continued. "'S' for 

Single, 'M' for Married, 'Wd' for Widowed, 'D' for Divorced, 'Un' for unknown, any one 

could guess. But this 'Mother Tongue' business has me going." 



"I thought it would," was the reply. "But it's not so hard if you remember a few things, 

particularly that the language of a country is not always spoken by the greatest number of 

its inhabitants. Now the mother tongue of Wales is Welsh, but a large proportion of the 

people do not speak Welsh. Thus an English-speaking Welshman's card would be 

punched 'OL,' meaning Other Language, or the language next in importance to the 

mother language of the country." 

"On that basis," said Hamilton, "if the second most important language of Denmark is 

German a card that was punched 'Den' for the country would have to be punched 'OL' if 

the person whose census was registered had spoken German as his native tongue, but 

'LC' if he had spoken Danish, which is the native tongue of the country. But I should think 

there would be some cases that would not come under that rule." 

"There are—a few," the foreman replied, "but the way in which those are to be punched will 
be noted on the schedule by the schedule editors." 

"Some schedules need a good deal of editing, I suppose," exclaimed Hamilton 

thoughtfully. 

"You may be sure of that," the other answered. "If you think for a moment how impossible 

it would be to have all the supervisors and enumerators work exactly in the same style, 

you can see how necessary it must be for some group of persons to go over them to 

make them all uniform. Besides which, there are a lot of obvious mistakes that the editors 

remedy before the card is punched ready for tabulation. But go on with your explanation, 

so that I can see if you really do understand it." 

"The parent columns run the same way, of course," Hamilton continued, "'U.S.' meaning 

any one born in the United States, and 'Un.' cases in which the parentage is unknown. 

Then 'NP' means native-born parents, and 'FP' foreign-born parents. Further on, 'Na' 

means Naturalized, 'Al' stands for Alien, 'Pa' that first papers have been taken out, and 

'Un' unknown. Down the column, 'En' seems to mean that the foreign-born can speak 

English, 'Ot' that he can only speak some tongue other than English. The year of 

immigration, of course, is obvious. But this occupation, I can't make head or tail of!" 

"That you have to learn," the instructor said. "There is a printed list here for reference that 

contains the principal kinds of employment in the United States and classifies them. In a 

very little while you will find that you can remember the numbers which signify the more 

common of these and you will need to refer to the list but seldom. All occupation returns 

not contained in the printed list will be classified and punched later by a special force of 

clerks. Holes punched for those out of work and the number of weeks unemployed are all 



easy. At the top of the last column, too, 'Emp' means Employer, 'W' Wage Earner, while 

'OA' means working on his or her own account, and 'Un' is for Unemployed." 

"All right, sir," Hamilton replied, "I think I can do it now. I should find it harder, though, if I 

hadn't been writing all those things just exactly as they are here on population schedules 

for the last month." 

"It makes an astonishing difference," the experienced man agreed, "you know the why 

and wherefore of everything. Now you had better take this old test schedule and I will 

give you fifty blank cards, and we will see how they come out." 

Through the rest of the afternoon, Hamilton worked steadily over this set of cards, not 

only doing the work, but getting the principles of the whole thing thoroughly in his mind, 

and, as he had said to the sub-section chief, knowing just the manner in which the 

schedules had been made up helped him to an extraordinary degree. He was well 

pleased, therefore, when he came down to work the following morning, to find at his 

machine a real schedule, not the test that he had been working on the afternoon before; 

the exact number of cards required for his schedule all ready in the hopper of the 

machine, and it was pointed out to him that error was not permissible and that he must 

account for every card. 

"Why is that?" asked Hamilton, "what difference would a card or two make?" 

"It isn't the cards, it's the numbering," the other explained. "Don't you remember that each 

card was numbered, and so, if one card is wrong it would throw all the succeeding 

numbers out? Besides, you never have a chance to see whether a card is right or not, 

because after you have touched the lever and the card is punched it slides into its own 

compartment. You have all the chance you want to look over your arrangement of 

depressed keys before the card is punched, but none after." 

Before a week had passed by, Hamilton was so thoroughly at home with the machine that 
the work seemed to him to become more or less mechanical, and his interest in it began to 
wane. As—under government regulations—he left work early, he sauntered over several 

times to the verification department to become familiar with the work of the machine used 

there. There was a fascination to the boy in this machine, for it seemed almost to possess 

human intelligence in its results, and he was curious to know the principle on which it 

worked. Generally every one quit at half-past four o'clock, just as he did, but sometimes a 

man would work a few minutes longer to finish a batch of cards, and the boy would go to 

watch him. 

When he was over there one day, after hours, Hamilton saw Mr. Cullern on the floor. 



"Still looking for information?" questioned the older man, with a smile. 

"Yes, sir," answered the boy, "I've been watching this machine and I've spoken to one or 

two of the operators about the principle of it, but they none of them seem to know. They 

knew how to run it, and that was about all." 

"The principle is simple enough," the chief replied, "but it would be a bit hard to 

understand the combination unless you had the clew. Then it is all as clear as day, 

although the machine itself is a little complicated. You noticed, of course, that the operator 

lays a card on this plate which is full of holes, and you probably noticed that these holes 

correspond with the points on the card, and that the way in which the card is fed into the 

machine insures that the holes shall coincide exactly." 

"That I saw," Hamilton answered, "and I could see, of course, that this was one of the 

most important parts of the machine, and that upon it a good deal of the exactness of the 

work depended." 



TABULATING MACHINE. Mechanism whereby the punched cards are verified and every error prevented, and 

which also tabulates and numbers all records taken. (Courtesy of the Bureau of the Census.) 

"It does," the other replied. "Now if you look into those holes in the plate you can see a 

little cup of bright metal under each hole. What do you suppose that is?" 

"I'm not sure, of course," the boy responded, "but it looks very much like quicksilver." 

"That's exactly what it is, quicksilver, or mercury. Now mercury, you ought to know, can 

transmit an electric current, so that if an electrically charged pin comes down into the cup 

of mercury, the cup itself being attached to an electric current, a circuit is formed." 



"Now I'm beginning to see," the boy said, "but what is the idea of the cup of mercury; 

could not the pin just as well touch on a metal plate?" 

"It could, of course, but a piece of dust between would prevent contact, the pins would 

wear away quickly, and the plate would get worn, whereas, by the pin just dropping into 

the mercury there is no friction and no fear of a missed contact." 

"The pins are in that square box at the end of the long arm which comes down every time 

a card is put on the plate, aren't they, Mr. Cullern?" asked Hamilton. 

"Yes, and if there is no card there and the pins in the square box are started down, they 

are automatically stopped before they reach the mercury so as not to make a contact on 

every point. Also if a card were there without any holes punched, none of the pins would 

reach the mercury and no contact would be made." 

"But with a punched census card," interrupted the boy, eager to show that he 

understood, "the pins go through the holes in the cards and do not go through where no 

holes are punched, so that somehow the number of holes in the card is registered. But 

still, there's so much difference in the cards that I don't see how this machine can verify 

them, can tell which are right and which wrong!" 

"There is variety enough," answered the chief, "for of the hundred million cards punched, 

no two are exactly the same, they could not be." 

"Couldn't it happen perhaps that two people of the same age should do the same work, 

be both married and so forth?" asked the boy interestedly. 

"They would have to live in the same district, they would have to be employed the same 

way, they would have both to be married and have the same number of children and a 
whole lot more things, and even then—the cards would be different for they would 
represent different numbers on the schedule on which their names were registered. No, 
there are not two cards in the entire series punched alike." 

"Then I don't see how in the wide world this machine can tell which cards are right 

among millions so entirely different from each other." 

"They don't verify by finding the cards that are right," was the answer, "but by picking out 

the cards that are wrong." 

"What's the difference?" 



"There is a wide difference. You can see that it would be easy enough to arrange that
 

machine so that if a wrong combination of contacts were made the bell would not ring.
 

Such wiring might be highly complex, but you see the idea is simple. For a right group of
 

contacts, all the wires are satisfied, as it were, and the bell rings; for an error, one wire, cut
 

in on by a wrong wire, breaks the contact, and the bell does not ring."
 

"But what do you mean by a wrong grouping?" asked the boy.
 

"You ought to be able to guess that," the chief said reproachfully. "For instance if a card is
 

punched 'Wf' for Wife and also is punched 'Male' that card is sure to be wrong, and if
 

'Emp' for employer is punched on the same card as an age punch showing the person to
 

be a three-year-old youngster, the card is wrong. There are twenty-three different
 

possibilities of error which are checked by this verification machine, and for any one of
 

these twenty-three reasons a card is thrown out."
 

"For example if 'Na' for naturalized is punched on the same card as 'N' for native-born,
 

and things of that sort, I suppose?" the boy questioned.
 

"And many others of similar character," the older man agreed.
 

"But how about insufficiently punched cards?" queried Hamilton. "I can see that it would
 

be easy to arrange the wires so as to catch really bad inconsistencies, but supposing a
 

figure were only left out, there would be no contact made to show the error."
 

"Except in the age column," was the reply, "there is supposed to be a punch in every field
 

and only one. Any field which does not have a contact from every card registers its
 

disapproval by throwing out that card."
 

"And what happens to the rejected cards?" asked Hamilton, with interest.
 

"A checker-up compares them with the original schedules, and if incorrectly punched,
 

punches a new card, if only insufficiently punched, punches the missing place. But the
 

number of cards found wrong does not reach a high percentage."
 

"You know I've been thinking," Hamilton said thoughtfully, "that while I suppose it is all
 

right getting all those holes punched in a card, and so forth, I should think it would be
 

fearfully hard to handle the card afterwards. All these little holes look so much alike."
 

"To the eye, perhaps," the chief said, "but you must remember that these cards are never
 

sorted by eyesight. And you must remember that the sorting process is done by
 

machinery all the way along, just as the verifying and the tabulating is handled in a purely
 

mechanical fashion. You remember that each card was punched with a gang-punch?"
 



"Of course," the boy said, "that was to specify the district." 

"We keep all those together from the time they are punched till after we are through with 

the verifying, so that all the cards of a certain enumeration district, and of every section in 

that district, are kept together in a separate box." 

"My word," Hamilton exclaimed, "what a storage you must have!" 

"You ought to go down and see it some time," the other said. "It's big enough, with every 

State and every county and every district in the country having its own place, and every 

little village in that district right where it belongs in a box of its own, under that State, 

county, and district. I'm telling you this just to show you that we don't have to sort the 

cards for location at all, and that in itself saves us a lot of labor and time." 

"And they were sorted into sexes on the punching machine, I remember," Hamilton 

remarked. 

"Yes, and that prevents another handling of every card, you see," the chief went on, "so 
that without any further special division, every card is divided by village, district, county, and 
State, as well as sex, when it leaves the punching machine From there it comes to the 
tabulating machine—which is just the same as the verification, only instead of the electrical 

connections being made through relays only, they are sometimes made direct to 

counters." 

"Just how, Mr. Cullern?" the boy asked.
 

"Well," the other continued, "when the pin, passing through the hole in the card, drops
 

into the little cup of mercury it closes a current passing through an electro-magnet
 

controlling a counter or a dial corresponding with each possible item of information on the
 

card, and for each contact made to each dial, an added unit is registered. The tabulating
 

process is completed by an automatic recording and printing system, somewhat along
 

the stock ticker plan, connected with each dial. When desired, touching an electric button
 

will cause every dial to print automatically the number recorded on a ribbon of paper."
 

"That is before sorting?"
 

"Or after. Cards may be tabulated along a lot of different lines. And the sorting device
 

depends again upon another machine, operated by the same principle."
 

The chief led the boy to another portion of the floor.
 



"This sorter," he said, "can be set for thirteen different compartments. In determining the 

country of birth, for example, at any given point on the card, an electrically charged brush 

finds the hole punched and directs the card in between two of those finely divided wire 

levels, where a traveling carrier picks it up and runs it along to the point where the wires 

stop, the top wire extending to the furthest compartment. As the card falls, it is tilted into 

place against the pile of preceding cards, an automatic receiver holding them together, 

the operator clearing away the pile from each division as it becomes full. As you can see, 

that feed knife moves so rapidly and the endless band fingers carry the cards out of the 

way in such a hurry that they move along in a steady stream. We have only twenty of 

these machines and they handle all the cards." 

"It's hard to believe," said Hamilton wonderingly, "that these machines don't think." 

"We're just building one in here," the supervisor replied, leading the way into a little 

partitioned-off section of the room, "that has an uncanny ingenuity. This machine feeds 

itself with cards, verifies and tabulates at an incredible speed. It took some time to perfect 

all the adjustments, but it is running finely now, and it will simplify the work of the next 

census amazingly, just as the machines you saw have made the old hand punching 

machines of former times seem very cumbersome. But this one," he added, "is a gem." 

PIN-BOX AND MERCURY CUPS. Details of mechanism which almost magically detects mistakes in any census 

card. (Courtesy of the Bureau of the Census.) 



"It's a little like magic, it seems to me," said Hamilton, "to think of every person in this
 

whole country being registered on a card with a lot of little holes in it, and practically the
 

whole history on it. It certainly is queer."
 

"There is something mysterious in it," the chief answered with a laugh. "One feels as
 

though all the secrets of the United States were boxed up and in the storage vaults of the
 

building. But the magician is the Director. He is the man whose spells have woven this
 

web of organization, whose skill and knowledge have unlocked commercial secrets, and
 

whose perception has always seen the essential fact."
 

"It's great work to have a share in," the boy declared enthusiastically.
 

"To make us all feel that," his superior replied "is the chiefest spell of the Director of the
 

Census."
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